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Description:

Review

"One of the most comprehensive and insightful discussions . . . of the complex set of relationships
that have developed over the years between doctors and nurses. Nursing against the Odds should be
required reading for all nurses, doctors, and nursing and medical students, . . . who will find this
book both provocative and enlightening."—New England Journal of Medicine, 29 September 2005

"Exhausted by heavy work, mandatory overtime, and the stress of looking after hospital patients who
are sicker, frailer, and in need of ever more high-tech intervention, nurses are leaving the bedside
faster than they can be replaced. . . . People who are interested in the health care system or in their
own health care should pay attention to the issues Ms. Gordon raises in this book. But nurses
especially should read it."—Cornelia Dean, New York Times, 17 May 2005

"Gordon uses anecdotes, research findings, and statistics to develop the list of contributing factors
and potential resolutions to the current nursing shortage in more developed countries. She offers a
comprehensive, international overview of the key issues."—Ellen Zupa, The Lancet, 27 August 2005

"Gordon's detailed information in the form of interviews, documented research, groundbreaking
advances and setbacks, statistics, and opinions about the state of nursing are compelling. . . . You
will recognize that there isn't any issue related to nurses and nursing that Gordon hasn't examined. .
. . This book isn't just for nurses. It is a comprehensive depiction of how nursing is indeed working
against the odds to provide a safe, caring environment for patients. Nurses hold the key to the
solutions. Gordon gives us the data and talking points to move to the action stage."—Kay Bensing,
Advance for Nurses, 1 August 2005

"Suzanne Gordon, a national award-winning journalist, author, and adjunct professor, is an advocate
for all nurses. Gordon isn't a nurse, but believes nursing to be an honorable profession and the
backbone of our health care system. . . . This book addresses the main forces that drive nurses out of
their workplace; the crucial issues that deprive communities of adequate care of the sick, and the
class and status divisions within the profession. But Gordon doesn't focus only on the problems, past
and present, facing the nursing profession, but the remedies as well."—Terry Ratner, RN, MFA,
Nurseweek, 9 May 2005

"The nurses Gordon describes in multiple anecdotes are almost always clinically astute and are



frequently the first, occasionally the only, professionals to observe, interpret, and respond
appropriately to signs and symptoms that foretell disaster for the patient. Despite the horror stories
of disasters and averted disasters, Gordon fortunately places the issues of nurses and doctors at
work in a larger historical and sociological context."—Barbara A. Mark, Ph.D., RN, FAAN, Journal of
the American Medical Association, 17 August 2005

"The nursing profession lacks many things, like decent working conditions, recognition, and respect
on the job. But, with Suzanne Gordon, it has something other professions can only envy—a skilled
reporter, brilliant analyst, and steadfast advocate."—Barbara Ehrenreich

"Nursing is one of the most honorable professions I know. I'm proud of the service I provided during
my nursing days. I learned so much about my beliefs, values, and passions as well as learning about
others. Anyone who has spent time in a hospital knows that nurses are the true caregivers, the
backbone of our health care system. Most doctors spend only a few minutes with their patients while
nurses are there around the clock. This is an important book and needs to be required reading in all
our medical schools."—Naomi Judd, RN

"The shocking real-life stories Gordon describes in Nursing against the Odds echo what our
members experience every day. Readers will not only learn how the nursing profession has suffered
over the years due to the many pressures of the nation's evolving health care system-they'll
understand exactly what needs to be done to meet the challenges nurses and patients continue to
face today. Gordon takes a candid look at the current nursing shortage and paints a vivid picture of
how nurses are uniting throughout the profession to raise patient-care standards. This book is a
must-read for anyone involved in the healthcare industry."—Andrew Stern, SEIU International
President

"Nursing against the Odds is a brilliant and long-overdue assessment of nursing at a time of crisis in
health care-what has gone wrong and what can be done to restore this once-esteemed profession to
a position of equality with doctors. It should be read by anyone interested in the hierarchy of
medicine, and the reasons why the nurse is becoming an endangered species."—Richard Selzer, MD,
author of Letters to a Young Doctor

"Suzanne Gordon's book contains a wealth of ideas for legislators and policymakers who want to
protect patients from the consequences of managed care and hospital restructuring. Gordon shows
that real health care reform requires strong coalitions between nurses and the communities they
serve."—U.S. Representative Bernard Sanders (I-VT)

"Suzanne Gordon provides new and important insights into the complexities involved in the current
nursing shortage. Nursing against the Odds contains the right mixture of patient/nurse anecdotes
and scientific evidence for the conclusions reached and finishes with constructive suggestions for



steps that can be taken to correct the situation."—Margaret L. McClure, RN, EdD, FAAN

From the Inside Flap "The nursing profession lacks many things, like decent working conditions,
recognition, and respect on the job. But, with Suzanne Gordon, it has something other professions
can only envy-a skilled reporter, brilliant analyst, and steadfast advocate."-Barbara Ehrenreich

"Nursing is one of the most honorable professions I know. I'm proud of the service I provided during
my nursing days. I learned so much about my beliefs, values, and passions as well as learning about
others. Anyone who has spent time in a hospital knows that nurses are the true caregivers, the
backbone of our health care system. Most doctors spend only a few minutes with their patients while
nurses are there around the clock. This is an important book and needs to be required reading in all
our medical schools."�Naomi Judd, RN --This text refers to the edition.
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